"Lazy Susan" Bunk
Silo unloader supplies bunk which rotates as it is filled. This distributes the silage so the animals stay in same position while feeding.

Circular Bunk
A silo unloader supplies conveyor to center of bunk and is picked up by a rotating auger that fills the stationary bunk.

"Self-Feeding" Upright
Cattle feed through openings at base of silo. Silage flow is handled in mass, with a cone in center base to force silage to outward edge for feeding.

'Tub'
This 30° 30' upright features a lazy Susan type bunk which is filled by conveyor through a tunnel in base from center hole.

Straight Bunk
Silo unloaders supply the belt on reciprocating conveyor in the bunk increased feeding capacity is shown in dotted line.

Note: This archival plan is provided as a study plan only and may not be suitable for construction without modification, and may not be appropriate for all locales. Code officials and other authorities should always be consulted before any construction is attempted.